CITY OF EDINBURGH COUNCIL (PORTOBELLO PARK) BILL

PFANS SUPPLEMENTARY WRITTEN EVIDENCE FOLLOWING 9 OCTOBER MEETING

In the evidence session on 9 October, I did emphasise just how much activity there was during the consultation: informing people, engaging people, encouraging responses.

The Council played the major role in that but both PFANS & PPAG contributed considerably. As evidence of just how active PPAG were during the consultation you only have to look at their objection to the Private Bill.

"4.47 We submitted 2600 forms recording a “no” response and there were other responses made by e-mail, on paper and online as well."

That PPAG amassed 2,600 "no" forms that they then handed in, is ample testimony to how active they were in encouraging objections to the Private Bill consultation.
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